A mechanism of coupling RCC1 mobility to RanGTP production on the chromatin in vivo
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The RanGTP gradient across the interphase nuclear envelope and on the condensed mitotic chromosomes is essential for many cellular processes, including nucleocytoplasmic transport and spindle assembly. Although the chromosome-associated enzyme RCC1 is responsible for RanGTP production, the mechanism of generating and maintaining the RanGTP gradient in vivo remains unknown. Here, we report that regulator of chromosome condensation (RCC1) rapidly associates and dissociates with both interphase and mitotic chromosomes in living cells, and that this mobility is regulated during the cell cycle. Our kinetic modeling suggests that RCC1 couples its catalytic activity to chromosome binding to generate a RanGTP gradient. Indeed, we have demonstrated experimentally that the interaction of RCC1 with the chromatin is coupled to the nucleotide exchange on Ran in vivo. The coupling is due to the stable binding of the binary complex of RCC1–Ran to chromatin. Successful nucleotide exchange dissociates the binary complex, permitting the release of RCC1 and RanGTP from the chromatin and the production of RanGTP on the chromatin surface.

Introduction

The small GTPase Ran plays a key role in diverse cellular functions including nucleocytoplasmic transport (Mattaj and Englemier, 1998), nuclear envelope formation, and spindle assembly (Dasso, 2002). Like many small GTPases, Ran exits as either a GDP- or GTP-bound state and functions as a molecular switch. Regulator of chromosome condensation (RCC1)* is the only known guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) for Ran (Bischoff and Ponstingl, 1991; Seino et al., 1992; Seki et al., 1996; Nemergut et al., 2001; Renault et al., 2001). Previous studies showed that RCC1 is chromatin bound both in interphase and mitosis, whereas the proteins that stimulate RanGTPase activity, such as RanGAP1 and RanBP1, are cytoplasmic. This unique localization of the Ran regulators strongly suggests that there is a RanGTP concentration gradient across the interphase nuclear envelope and on the condensed mitotic chromosomes (Mattaj and Englemier, 1998). Recent studies using *Xenopus* egg extract revealed that there is indeed a high RanGTP concentration in the interphase nuclei and on the condensed chromosomes in vitro, therefore lending support for the idea of a gradient (Kalab et al., 2002).

Although RanGTP gradient appears to exist in vitro, it is not clear whether the gradient also exists in living cells. Most importantly, the mechanism by which RCC1 catalyzes and maintains RanGTP in living cells remains unknown. As a result, little is known about how the cell regulates RanGTP production. Studies of other small GTPases have shown that a plethora of mechanisms are involved in regulating nucleotide exchange catalyzed by GEFs, and understanding these mechanisms have been crucial in deciphering the functions of small GTPases such as Ras, Rho, and Arf in vivo. Clearly, understanding the mechanisms regulating RanGTP production in living cells is essential to understand the Ran system.

Results and discussion

Establishing the cell line to study RCC1 function in vivo

To understand the mechanism by which RCC1 generates and maintains the RanGTP gradient on the dynamic chromosomes in vivo, we established a stable Swiss 3T3 cell line that expresses human RCC1 fused to the GFP at its COOH terminus (RCC1-GFP). We found that the localization of the RCC1-GFP was identical to endogenous RCC1 in interphase and mitosis (Fig. 1 A). Interestingly, in interphase,
Figure 1. **Characterization of RCC1-GFP.** (A) RCC1-GFP–expressing or –nonexpressing Swiss 3T3 cells were fixed and stained with DAPI to visualize DNA. The nonexpressing cells were also stained with anti-RCC1 antibody to visualize endogenous RCC1. Both RCC1-GFP and endogenous RCC1 colocalized with DAPI in interphase and mitosis. Bar, 10 μm. (B) Time-lapse microscopy of RCC1-GFP–expressing cells during mitosis. Bar, 10 μm. (C) RCC1-GFP and endogenous RCC1 were extracted from isolated nuclei with increasing concentrations of salt and analyzed by Western blotting. (D) Plasmids expressing RCC1-GFP or GFP were transfected into tsBN2 cells, which harbor a temperature-sensitive mutation in RCC1, and the wild-type parental cells, BHK-21. The cells expressing RCC1-GFP or GFP were counted in five random fields with a 20× objective 24 h after transfection. Cells were then shifted to the nonpermissive temperature (39.5°C) to inactivate endogenous RCC1 in tsBN2 cells and were counted every 24 h. The tsBN2 cells transfected with GFP did not survive at the nonpermissive temperature. The same cells transfected with RCC1-GFP, and the control BHK-21 cells survived, leading to establishment of stable cell lines able to grow at 39.5°C.
both endogenous RCC1 and RCC1-GFP are enriched in regions where there is strong DAPI staining. Live imaging of RCC1-GFP showed that it is localized on the chromosomes at all stages of mitosis (Fig. 1 B). Furthermore, both RCC1-GFP and endogenous RCC1 are extracted from the interphase nuclei at the same salt concentrations, suggesting that they bind to the chromatin with the same affinity (Fig. 1 C).

We reasoned that if RCC1-GFP is fully active as the endogenous RCC1, it should be able to replace the function of the endogenous RCC1. We transfected RCC1-GFP or control vector into either wild-type (BHK-21) or RCC1 mutant (tsBN2) CHO cell lines. 1 d after transfection, the cells were shifted to restrictive temperature (39.5°C) to inactivate the endogenous RCC1 (through degradation) in the tsBN2 cells (Nishitani et al., 1991). The number of GFP-expressing cells was counted every 24 h for 7 d. We found that expression of RCC1-GFP in tsBN2 cells rescued the lethality caused by the temperature-sensitive mutation in RCC1 at 39.5°C, whereas GFP alone did not (Fig. 1 D). Stable RCC1-GFP expressing tsBN2 cells can survive at the restrictive temperature like the wild-type counterpart for as long as we have cultured them (months so far). Clearly, RCC1-GFP is fully active as the endogenous RCC1.

---

**Figure 2.** FRAP. (A) Selected images of an interphase cell during FRAP of an area in the nucleus (red circle). Bottom panels show the enlargement of the indicated area (white dashed square) in pseudocolor. (B) Selected images of a mitotic cell during FRAP of an area on the chromosome. Bar, 10 μm. (C) RCC1-GFP FRAP kinetics in the interphase nucleus, on condensed chromosomes, and in the nuclei of methanol-fixed cells. (D) GFP and histone H2B-GFP FRAP kinetics in the interphase nucleus. Values in C and D represent means ± SD from at least five different cells.
functional in the hamster cells. Because mouse RCC1 is over 97% identical to the hamster RCC1, we conclude that RCC1-GFP expressed in Swiss 3T3 cells should also be fully functional. Therefore, RCC1-GFP can be used to faithfully report the endogenous RCC1 function in the mouse and hamster cells.

**RCC1 is a highly mobile enzyme in interphase and mitosis**

To decipher the mechanism of RanGTP gradient production in vivo, it is important to understand how RCC1 interacts with the chromatin in interphase and mitosis. Therefore, we first used FRAP to study the dynamics of RCC1-GFP. A defined region of the 3T3 cell nucleus or condensed mitotic chromosomes was bleached with a laser pulse of 500 ms. The kinetics of recovery, reflecting the mobility of the RCC1-GFP, was measured by sequential imaging (Fig. 2, A and B). After photobleaching, ~90% of the RCC1 fluorescence signal was recovered within 55 and 10 s, with a half time of ~5 and ~3 s in interphase and mitotic cells, respectively (Fig. 2 C). The recovery of RCC1-GFP was much faster than that of histone H2B-GFP, which was immobile during our observations (Kimura and Cook, 2001), but slower than the GFP molecule in the nucleus (Fig. 2 D), which freely diffused throughout the nucleus.

Next, we used fluorescence loss in photobleaching (FLIP) to determine the dissociation kinetics of RCC1 from the chromatin. A spot (1-μm diam) in the 3T3 cell interphase nucleus, on the mitotic chromosome, or in the mitotic cytosol was bleached repeatedly with high laser power, and the cell was imaged after each round of bleaching (Fig. 3 A). The overall fluorescence loss was faster in mitotic cells than that of interphase cells, consistent with the FRAP analyses (Fig. 3 B). Then, we measured the decline of fluorescence signal at various distances from the bleach spot over time in both interphase and mitotic cells. In interphase nuclei, the rate of fluorescence loss decreased as the distance from the bleach spot increased (Fig. 3 C). This is presumably due to non-negligible diffusion transport limitations. However, the decline of fluorescence signal in mitosis was independent of the distance from the bleach spot (Fig. 3 D). This suggests that transport in mitosis is mainly regulated by the rate of RCC1 release from chromosomes. Based on these data, we developed kinetic models for the movement of RCC1 in interphase and mitosis (see supplemental material, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200211004/DC1). We found that the effective diffusion coefficients of RCC1 in interphase and mitotic cells are 0.51 ± 0.11 and 2.86 ± 0.71 μm²/s, respectively. The smaller effective diffusion coefficient of RCC1 in mitosis reflects the faster dissociation of RCC1 from the chromosome, not that RCC1 diffuses five times faster in mitosis than in interphase. The mean residence times of RCC1 on chromatin, computed as the inverse of the dissociation rate of RCC1, are 50 ± 12 and 20 ± 5 s in interphase and mitosis, respectively. Also, we have performed the FRAP and FLIP experiments using tsBN2 cells expressing RCC1-GFP at 39.5°C and obtained similar results (unpublished data). Together, these works revealed that RCC1 associates with the chromatin transiently during the cell cycle, and that the association is regulated differently in interphase and mitosis in vivo.

**The binary complex of RCC1 and Ran binds stably to the chromatin in vivo**

The finding that RCC1 transiently associates with the chromosome during the cell cycle raises an important question regarding whether and how RCC1 could generate a steep RanGTP concentration gradient in vivo. Previous studies showed that RCC1 in cell lysates or as a purified protein has a strong GEF activity toward Ran in vitro. Furthermore, histones H2A/H2B or isolated chromatin (RCC1 free) only stimulated the GEF activity of RCC1 by ~20% as measured by the percentage of nucleotide released from Ran as a function of time (Nemergut et al., 2001). If the pool of free RCC1 can catalyze nucleotide exchange almost as efficiently as those bound to the chromatin in vivo, it could potentially prevent the formation of a steep RanGTP concentration gradient on the chromatin. Indeed, our kinetic modeling suggests that in order for the highly mobile RCC1 to generate a steep RanGTP gradient on the chromosomes, RCC1 may couple its binding to the chromosome to the nucleotide exchange on Ran (supplemental material and Fig. S3).

We hope to determine whether and how RCC1 may couple its binding to the chromosomes to the nucleotide exchange on Ran. Although little is known about how RCC1 catalyzes nucleotide exchange on Ran in living cells, the in vitro nucleotide exchange reaction is well documented. Studies using purified RCC1 and Ran showed that RCC1-catalyzed exchange is a multi-step process, involving the formation of ternary and binary complexes of RCC1, Ran, and guanine nucleotides (Klebe et al., 1995a, 1995b; Renault et al., 2001). Because RCC1 destabilizes the binding of nucleotide to Ran, the ternary complex of RCC1–Ran–nucleotide or RanGTP, or Rh-RanT24N into interphase nuclei or mitotic cytoplasm of the 3T3 cells expressing RCC1-GFP. Using live imaging, we found that Rh-RanT24N clearly colocalized with RCC1-GFP in interphase nuclei and on mitotic chromosomes (Fig. 4 A). As expected, most Rh-RanGDP is
Figure 3.  **FLIP.** (A) Selected images of interphase or mitotic cells during FLIP of the indicated area (yellow circles). Bars, 10 μm. (B) Kinetics of overall RCC1-GFP FLIP in interphase and mitotic cells. (C and D) Kinetics of RCC1-GFP FLIP in interphase (C) and mitotic (D) cells.
Figure 4. The binary complex of Ran–RCC1 binds stably to the chromatin in vivo. (A) Rh-RanGDP, Rh-RanT24N, or Rh-RanGTP was injected into interphase nuclei or mitotic cytoplasm of RCC1-GFP–expressing cells, followed by live imaging using fluorescence microscopy. Bar, 10 μm. (B) The model. RCC1, RanGDP, and RanGTP interact with the chromatin reversibly due to low affinity binding, whereas the RCC1–Ran binary complex binds to the chromatin stably. The ternary complexes of RCC1–Ran–GDP (or GTP) are omitted from the drawing for simplicity. (C) RanGDP or RanT24N was injected into the interphase nuclei or mitotic cytosol at 1 mg/ml followed by FRAP analysis of RCC1-GFP. Selected images before and after the bleach pulses (red circle denotes the bleached spot) were shown. Colored panels show the enlargement of the indicated area (white dashed square) in pseudocolor. Bar, 10 μm. (D) FRAP kinetics of injected interphase cells. Values represent means ± SD from at least five cells. (E) FRAP kinetics of injected mitotic cells. Values represent means ± SD from at least three cells and five independent FRAPs.
found in the nucleus. Interestingly, in mitosis, Rh-RanGDP was found on condensed chromosomes and in the cytoplasm, resulting in a somewhat diffused distribution (Fig. 4 A). We believe that the localization of Rh-RanGDP to the condensed chromosomes is because RanGDP undergoes nucleotide exchange by forming the binary complex with RCC1, which binds to the condensed chromosomes. Consistent with this idea, we found that although Rh-RanGTP is localized in the interphase nucleus, in mitosis, Rh-RanGTP is diffusely distributed in the mitotic cytoplasm (Fig. 4 A). Based on these studies, we conclude that the binary complex is chromosome bound in vivo.

Recent studies showed that Ran and RCC1 interact with the chromatin via histones (Seino et al., 1992; Nemergut et al., 2001; Bilbao-Cortes et al., 2002). Although RCC1 binds to histones H2A and H2B, Ran binds to H3 and H4 (Seino et al., 1992; Nemergut et al., 2001; Bilbao-Cortes et al., 2002). These bindings are of low affinity in nature (Nemer- gut et al., 2001; Bilbao-Cortes et al., 2002). We reasoned that the binary complex of RCC1–Ran should have more of an increased affinity to the core histones on the chromatin than RCC1 and Ran alone, and that the stable binding of the binary complex could allow the coupling of nucleotide exchange to the chromatin (Fig. 4 B). We propose that successful nucleotide exchange, which dissociates RCC1 from RanGTP, is essential for the two proteins to return to the low affinity binding states. Consequently, RCC1 and RanGTP can dissociate from the chromatin, allowing the generation of RanGTP on the chromatin surface (Fig. 4 B).

If the above model is correct, excess RanT24N should immobilize RCC1 on the chromatin due to the formation of a stable binary complex that resists nucleotide exchange. On the other hand, excess wild-type RanGDP should only slow down the mobility of RCC1 because of the increased formation of the binary complex that allows nucleotide exchange. Therefore, we used FRAP to probe the mobility of RCC1-GFP in the 3T3 cells after microinjection of purified RanT24N or RanGDP (see Materials and methods). Perturbation by control microinjection into the nucleus had only a small effect on the mobility of RCC1-GFP when compared with cytoplasm-injected or uninjected cells (Fig. 4 D). Similarly, injecting RanGDP at 0.1 mg/ml into the interphase nuclei had no effect on FRAP of RCC1-GFP compared with controls. However, injecting the same amount of RanT24N significantly reduced the mobility of RCC1-GFP (Fig. 4 D).

Next, RanT24N or RanGDP was injected at 10-fold higher concentration (1 mg/ml) into the interphase nuclei. We estimated that injecting at this concentration of Ran could deliver ~4 × 10⁷ molecules of Ran into the cells, which is similar to the estimated number of RCC1 molecules in the cell (see Materials and methods). We found that RanGDP injection allowed the recovery of 55% of the RCC1-GFP in the first 10 s, followed by a slow recovery of the fluorescence signal to the level of control injections in the next 110 s (Fig. 4 D). However, RanT24N injection completely blocked the recovery of RCC1-GFP in the bleached spot (Fig. 4, C and D). When the same amount of RanT24N or RanGDP was injected into the mitotic cells, we found that RanT24N completely immobilized RCC1-GFP on the condensed chromosomes, whereas RanGDP only reduced the mobility of RCC1 (Fig. 4, C and E). We also performed FRAP of fluorescently labeled RanGDP or RanT24N that were injected into cells, and found that although RanGDP is mobile, RanT24N is not (unpublished data). These results showed that nucleotide exchange on Ran is required for both RCC1 and Ran to dissociate from the chromatin in both interphase and mitosis. They further suggest that the binary complex of RCC1–Ran associates stably with the chromatin in vivo. Successful nucleotide exchange is required for the dissociation of RCC1 from RanGTP, which in turn allows RCC1 and RanGTP to dissociate from the chromatin.

The dissociation of the binary complex of Ran–RCC1 from the chromatin requires nucleotide exchange

The above in vivo studies revealed that the binary complex of Ran–RCC1 binds to chromosomes tightly and that nucleotide exchange is required for their dissociation from chromatin. We hope to biochemically confirm these findings by using *Xenopus* egg extracts that support the formation of chromatin structures from *Xenopus* sperm in vitro. Sperm were added to the egg extracts supplemented with or without RCC1-GFP in the presence of either RanT24N or RanGDP. We found that the addition of exogenous RanT24N and RanGDP strongly stimulated the binding of both the endogenous RCC1 (Fig. 5 A) and the exogenous RCC1-GFP (Fig. 5 B) to the chromatin assembled from the sperm, which is consistent with the idea that the formation of the binary complex of RCC1–Ran enhances the binding of RCC1 to the chromosomes. Next, we used competition assays to determine whether Ran and RCC1 bind to the chromatin tightly in the form of binary complex in the egg extracts. We added *Xenopus* sperm to the extracts supplemented with Rh-RanGDP, Rh-RanGD, or RCC1-GFP. Excess unlabeled RanT24N, RanGDP, or RCC1 was used as competitors. We found that unlabeled RanGDP and RCC1 readily competed for Rh-RanGDP and RCC1-GFP, respectively. However, unlabeled RanT24N and RCC1 only showed ~40% and ~20% competition of Rh-RanT24N and RCC1-GFP, even when the competitor concentrations reached 20- and 10-fold excess of the labeled proteins, respectively (Fig. 5, C and D). This suggests that RCC1 and Ran bind stably to the chromatin when they are locked into the RCC1–Ran binary complex in the form of RCC1–RanT24N.

Next, we examined whether guanine nucleotide is required for the dissociation of Ran–RCC1 binary complex from the chromatin. We assembled sperm chromatin in the egg extracts supplemented with Rh-RanGDP, Rh-RanT24N, or RCC1-GFP. The sperm were then spun onto coverslips through a glycerol cushion containing no GTP or GDP. Under these conditions, a fraction of the chromatin-bound RCC1-GFP and wild-type Rh-Ran is in the form of the binary complex due to nucleotide depletion, and therefore, should bind stably to the chromatin (Klebe et al., 1995b; Renault et al., 2001). Indeed, when the sperm was extracted with buffer, Rh-Ran and RCC1-GFP dissociated from the chromatin only in the presence, but not in the absence, of free GTP or GDP. As expected, Rh-RanT24N and RCC1-GFP did not dissociate from the chromatin efficiently, even in the presence of excess GTP or GDP (Fig. 5,
Figure 5. **Biochemical characterization of the binding of Ran and RCC1 to the chromosomes.** (A) Both RanGDP and RanT24N strongly stimulate the binding of the endogenous RCC1 in the egg extract to the mitotic chromosomes assembled from the sperm chromatin. The binding of the endogenous RCC1 to the chromatin is detected by immunofluorescence using an anti-RCC1 antibody. (B) RCC1-GFP and sperm was added to the egg extract supplemented with purified RanGDP or RanT24N. The fluorescence intensity of RCC1-GFP on the sperm chromatin was quantified as arbitrary unit (AU). (C) RCC1 competition. The sperm was incubated with egg extracts supplemented with RCC1-GFP and either RanGDP or RanT24N in the presence of unlabeled RCC1 at the indicated concentrations. The amount of RCC1-GFP bound to the chromatin was quantified. (D) Ran competition. Sperm was incubated with egg extracts containing Rh-RanGDP or Rh-RanT24N and unlabeled RanGDP or RanT24N at the indicated concentrations, respectively. The amount of labeled Ran bound to the chromatin was quantified.
E and F). Next, we assessed the stability of the binding of the binary complex to the chromatin in the absence of free GTP or GDP. We repeated the above experiments using unlabeled Ran and RCC1 as competitors. Quantification revealed that, in the absence of free GTP or GDP, over 80% of wild-type Rh-Ran and RCC1-GFP remained bound to the chromatin, even when the concentrations of unlabeled Ran (40 μM) and RCC1 (2 μM) were higher than those found in the egg extract (Fig. 5, G and H; see also Materials and methods). This shows that the binary complex binds stably to the chromatin and that nucleotide exchange is required for its dissociation.

We have shown that RCC1 is a highly mobile enzyme, and the binding of RCC1 to the chromatin appears to be subjected to cell cycle regulation. More importantly, as a mobile enzyme, RCC1 couples nucleotide exchange on Ran with chromosome docking to generate RanGTP in vivo. The coupling is established through the stable binding of the RCC1–Ran binary complex to chromosomes. Successful nucleotide exchange on the chromatin-bound binary complex dissociates the complex, liberates RCC1, and generates RanGTP on the chromatin. Ran and RCC1 bind to the chromatin via the core histones, which are present in ~100-fold molar excess of RCC1 in the cell. Therefore, the chromatin has sufficient capacity to bind to all RCC1–Ran binary complexes to support the chromosome-coupling exchange mechanism. Eukaryotic chromosomes are highly dynamic structures that undergo remodeling throughout the cell cycle. A mobile RCC1 and a chromosome-coupled exchange mechanism may be necessary to coordinate the dynamic chromatin reorganization with the production of RanGTP gradient during the cell cycle.

Although the chromosome-coupled nucleotide exchange by RCC1 described in this paper can significantly influence the production of RanGTP gradient, it does not exclude other mechanisms that may also influence RanGTP gradient. For example, the chromosomes were shown to stimulate the GEF activity of RCC1 modestly (Nemergut et al., 2001). This stimulation, in combination with the chromosome-coupled exchange mechanism, should further enhance RanGTP production on the chromosomes. In addition, RanGAP1 and RanBP1 present in the cytosol hydrolyze RanGTP into RanGDP, and therefore, should further sharpen the RanGTP gradient across the nuclear envelope in interphase and on the condensed chromosomes in mitosis. Finally, although free RCC1 in cell lysates is active in vitro, the free RCC1 in vivo may be negatively regulated. It will be important to understand the relative contributions of the different mechanisms toward the production of RanGTP gradient.

Materials and methods

Plasmids and cell transfection

Human RCC1 was cloned into pEGFP-N3 (CLONTECH Laboratories, Inc.) and transfected into Swiss 3T3, tsBN2, or BHK21 cells using FuGENE™ 6 (Roche). Stable cell lines expressing RCC1-GFP were selected and main-
tained in MEM (GIBCO BRL) with 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and 0.6 mg/ml Geneticin, all purchased from GIBCO BRL. 6His-tagged wild-type Ran, RanT24N, RCC1, and RCC1-GFP were subcloned into pET-30a (for Ran and RanT24N) or pET-15a (for RCC1; Novagen).

Fluorescence microscopy and analysis of salt-extracted RCC1

Immunofluorescence microscopy on cells was performed as described previously (Zhang et al., 2000) using a commercial antibody against RCC1 (MBL International Corporation). Images were obtained with a CCD camera equipped with the MetaMorph® Imaging System (Universal Imaging Corp.). To extract RCC1, nuclei were isolated from cells expressing RCC1-GFP and extracted with increasing salt concentrations as described previously (Ohkubo et al., 1989). The supernatant and pelleted fractions were subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by Western blotting and probing with the anti-RCC1 antibody.

Microscopy of FRAP and FLIP

Cells were plated on a coverslip and mounted onto a glass slide with a depression containing culture medium (DMEM, 10% FBS, 10 μM penicillin/streptomycin, and 25 mM Heps without phenol red). FRAP and FLIP were performed on a confocal microscope (TCS-SP2; Leica) using the 488-nm laser line of an argon laser at 37 and 23°C with similar results. In FRAP experiments, cells were scanned twice, followed by a single bleach pulse of 500 ms using a spot 1 μm in diameter. Single section images were then collected at 1-s intervals for the first 10 images, followed by 5-s intervals for the next 10 images, and 10-s intervals for the final 10 images with the laser power attenuated to ~0% of the bleach intensity. In FLIP experiments, cells were repeatedly imaged and bleached at intervals of 1 s with each bleaching for 250 ms and with imaging identical to those used in FRAP. To determine the relative fluorescence intensity in a region of interest, the fluorescence intensity in the region at each time point was normalized to the change in total fluorescence caused by bleaching and imaging as described previously (Misteli et al., 2000; Phair and Misteli, 2000).

Recombinant protein and microinjection

6his-Ran and 6his-RanT24N were expressed in bacteria and purified using Ni-agarose adopting the methods as described previously (Dasso et al., 1994; Wilde and Zheng, 1999). 6his-RCC1 and 6his-RCC1-GFP were purified using Ni-agarose. Ran and RCC1 were labeled using tetramethylrhodamine and fluorescein, respectively. Unlabeled RanGDP or RanT24N in PBS was co-injected with tetramethylrhodamine succinimidyl ester (Molecular Probes, Inc.) into the nuclei of interphase cells or the cytoplasm of mitotic cells with an InjectMan™ microinjection system (Eppendorf) followed by FRAP. Control injections were performed with tetramethylrhodamine alone. For localization studies, both proteins were labeled with tetramethylrhodamine succinimidyl ester (Molecular Probes, Inc.) and de-salted into PBS before injecting into the interphase nucleus or mitotic cytoplasm followed by live imaging and microscopy.

According to our Western blotting analysis (Fig. 1 C), RCC1-GFP is expressed at about the same level as the endogenous RCC1. According to Bischoff and Pönstingl (1995), the number of both endogenous RCC1 and RCC1-GFP expressed in the 3T3 cells should be ~106 per cell. Based on our injection condition and the manufacturer’s calibration (Eppendorf), we estimated that ~0.2 pl of Ran was delivered into the cell per injection. Therefore, at 1 mg/ml of Ran, we delivered ~4 x 108 Ran into the cell, whereas at 0.1 mg/ml of Ran, only ~0.4 x 106 Ran was injected. If one RanT24N can immobilize one RCC1, injecting Ran at 0.1 mg/ml should lead to partial RCC1 immobilization, whereas injecting Ran at 1 mg/ml should lead to a complete immobilization. Consistent with this prediction, we observed that injecting RanT24N at 0.1 mg/ml lead to partial immobilization of RCC1-GFP, whereas injecting at 1 mg/ml lead to a complete immobilization.

In vitro assays using Xenopus egg extracts

Xenopus egg extracts and sperm were prepared as described previously (Murray and Kirschner, 1989). For Ran competition, sperm was incubated with egg extracts supplemented with 2 μM Rh-RanGDP or Rh-RanT24N and with the presence of 0–40 μM unlabeled Rh-RanGDP or RanT24N, respectively, for 40 min at RT. After incubation, the sperm was spun onto coverslips through a glycerol cushion (80 mM Pipes, pH 6.8, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM

(E and F) Buffer containing 0–5 mM GTP was incubated with sperm chromatin with bound Rh-Ran or RCC1-GFP on coverslips for 20 min. The amount of labeled proteins on the sperm chromatin was quantified either before (c, control) or after incubation. (G and H) The same sperm chromatin as in E and F were incubated with buffer containing indicated concentrations of unlabeled Ran and RCC1 as competitors in the absence of free GTP. The amount of chromatin-bound RCC1-GFP (G) or Rh-Ran (H) was quantified after incubation. Error bars represent SD.
The amount of labeled Ran that remained bound to the chromatin was quantified as above. Similar amounts of Rh-Ran and RCC1-GFP remained bound to the chromatin before and after extraction with buffer containing no GTP. This observation suggests that most of Rh-Ran and RCC-CFP remain bound to the chromatin after centrifugation formed the binary complex. To test the stability of the binding of the binary complex to the sperm chromatin in the absence of free GTP, the same experiments as above were performed. After spinning the sperm labeled with RCC1-GFP or Rh-Ran onto coverslips, the sperm was incubated with Xb buffer containing 0–2 μM unlabeled RCC1 and 0–40 μM unlabeled Ran as competitors for 20 min followed by fixation and DAPI staining. Rh-Ran and RCC1-GFP that remained bound to the sperm chromatin were quantified. The unlabeled RCC1 and Ran competitors were used at the similar ratio as that present in the egg extracts. The concentrations of Ran (20 μM) and RCC1 (1.3 μM) in the egg extract were estimated using quantitative Western blotting with known amounts of purified Ran and RCC1, respectively.

Online supplemental material
Online supplemental material includes kinetic modeling of RCC1 mobility and RanGTP gradient. Figs. S1 and S2 show curve fits of FRAP and FLIP analyses. Fig. S3 shows the simulation of RanGTP concentration profile on the chromatin. Online supplemental material available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200211004/DC1.
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FRAP analysis: determination of the effective diffusion coefficient of RCC1-GFP

The determination of the effective diffusion coefficient for RCC1-GFP from FRAP measurements follows the method of Axelrod et al. (1976). FRAP data was fitted to Axelrod’s analytical solution of the relaxation function \( F(t) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} [(-K^n / n!) \left( 1/(1+n(1+2t/\tau_D)) \right)] \) (i.e., we used 40 terms for the fits) for the FRAP signal to extract the effective diffusion coefficient for RCC1-GFP (Axelrod et al., 1976). Following Phair and Misteli (2001), our fit used the best estimate for the final fluorescence after recovery is complete instead of the measured final fluorescence intensity. The fit yielded a bleach constant of \( K = 3.71 \pm 0.07 \) and a laser beam half-width at e\(^{-2}\)intensity of \( \omega = 1.12 \pm 0.08 \mu\text{m} \), which is related to the effective diffusion coefficient of RCC1-GFP via \( D = \omega^2/4\tau_D \). In interphase cells, we found \( D = 0.51 \pm 0.11 \mu\text{m}^2/\text{s} \), while in mitotic cells, we found \( 2.86 \pm 0.71 \mu\text{m}^2/\text{s} \). These values are, expectedly, much smaller than the predicted translational diffusion coefficient for RCC1-GFP and GFP in water (~40 and 80 \mu\text{m}^2/\text{s}, respectively) and GFP in the nucleus. The effective diffusion coefficient of RCC1-GFP in interphase is similar to the effective diffusion coefficients of the nuclear proteins GFP-SF2/ASF (0.24 \mu\text{m}^2/\text{s}), which is concentrated in the nuclear splicing compartments, GFP-fibrillarin (0.53 \mu\text{m}^2/\text{s}), which is found in the nucleolus, and GFP-HMG-17 (0.45 \mu\text{m}^2/\text{s}), which binds nucleosomes and is distributed evenly in the nucleoplasm (Phair and Misteli, 2000).

Similar to these nuclear proteins, RCC1 is highly mobile in the mammalian cell nucleus. To illustrate this point, it would only take \( \sim 22 \text{ s} \) for RCC1-GFP molecules to diffuse a distance of 5 \mu\text{m} between the center of the nucleus and the nuclear membrane in interphase cells.

We also fit FRAP profiles, assuming that the transport of RCC1-GFP was limited by the dissociation rate of RCC1 from chromosomes, \( k_{\text{off}} \) (i.e., nuclear transport of RCC1 is reaction-limited, not diffusion-limited). In this case, for which \( F(t) = 1 - C \exp(-k_{\text{off}} t) \) where \( C \) is a constant (Belgareh et al., 2001), the fits were worse than those obtained with the diffusion-limited model described above, as assessed by computing residues between data and fits. Finally, we considered FRAP analysis when both diffusion and binding were considered. \( F(t) \) is simply the linear combination of the reaction-only solution and Axelrod’s solution. This “mixed” analysis of transport of RCC1-GFP molecules, for which both diffusion through the nucleoplasm and dissociation from chromatin play a key role, fared slightly better than normal fits with the diffusion-limited model, as assessed by computing the residues (Fig. S1). Estimated values for effective diffusion coefficients remained essentially unchanged (\( D = 0.51 \mu\text{m}^2/\text{s} \) for interphase cells and 2.86 \mu\text{m}^2/\text{s} for mitotic cells), whereas the dissociation rates of mitotic cells and interphase cells are 0.05 s\(^{-1}\) and 0.02 s\(^{-1}\), respectively. Therefore, our analysis shows that both diffusion and binding play a role in the transport of RCC1 molecules in mitotic and interphase cells.

FLIP analysis and kinetic modeling: determination of RCC1 residence time

To determine the residence time on chromosomes and the relative rate constants for association/dissociation of RCC1 to and from chromosomal regions, we turned to fluorescence loss in photobleaching (FLIP) analysis and kinetic modeling (Phair and Misteli, 2000). FLIP is an effective method to characterize the slowly turning over protein compartments, where both diffusion and the rate of dissociation may influence the fluorescence signal.

Figure 1. FRAP analysis. The relative RCC1-GFP intensity as determined by experimental FRAP analyses for interphase (red triangles) and mitosis (blue diamonds) was fitted by theoretical analyses (solid red and blue lines for mitosis and interphase, respectively). For theoretically fitting, both diffusion and binding were considered. A fit with diffusion only is almost indistinguishable from the fit shown here.
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By repeatedly photobleaching an area in the nucleoplasm, more than 90% of RCC1-GFP fluorescence was lost from chromosomal regions (see Fig. 3, A and B of the text). This result suggests rapid exchange between chromosomes and nucleoplasm. FLIP profiles typically display a fast (followed by a slow) relaxation both in interphase and mitosis cells (see Fig. 3 C of the text). In mitosis, FLIP was carried out by either bleaching a spot on the condensed chromosomes or in the mitotic cytosol (see Fig. 3 B of the text). The FLIP curve of bleaching the mitotic cytosol was used for kinetic modeling. Using the same kinetic modeling as described previously (Belgareh et al., 2001), the residence time of RCC1 on chromosomes was found to be 20 ± 5 s in mitotic cells and 50 ± 12 s in interphase cells, in agreement with the FRAP measurements. The curve fit of the FLIP is shown in Fig. S2.

**Reaction–diffusion modeling: RanGTP gradient and coupling to RCC1**

To determine whether the mobile RCC1 can support a high concentration of RanGTP on the chromatin, we developed models to simulate RanGTP production in both interphase and mitosis. To describe the coupling between RanGTP and RCC1 concentration profiles, we considered three mechanisms that RCC1 might use to catalyze nucleotide exchange on Ran in vivo (Fig. S3 A). For the sake of completeness, we first considered one unlikely extreme in which RCC1 might only catalyze nucleotide exchange when it is not bound to the chromatin in vivo (I; RCC1 inactive on chromosomes). Then, we considered another extreme possibility in which RCC1 only catalyzes nucleotide exchange when it is bound to the chromosomes (II; RCC1 active on chromosomes). Finally, we considered the possibility that RCC1 is similarly active when it is chromatin bound or free (III; RCC1 active everywhere). To simplify the modeling, we assumed that all the other factors that can affect RanGTP production, such as RanGAP1 and RanBP1, have the same effect under each of the three conditions described above. Furthermore, we assumed that the GEF activity of RCC1 is the same under the three conditions.

Based on the residence time of RCC1 on chromatin and the effective diffusion coefficient of RCC1, we modeled the concentration profile of RanGTP from the chromatin. The rate of change of concentration in RanGTP is affected by both of its diffusion and association with and dissociation from molecular partners, whose concentrations depend on reaction–diffusion phenomena. These coupled phenomena can be described by reaction–diffusion equations of the type \( \frac{\partial [x]}{\partial t} = D_x \nabla^2 [x] + \Sigma v \) (Klebe et al., 1995a, 1995b; Smith et al., 2002). Here, \([x]\) is the concentration of the species \(x\) (here, RanGTP, RanGDP, RCC1-Ran-GTP, RCC1-Ran-GDP, Ran, and RCC1-Ran), \(D_x\) is its effective diffusion coefficient, and \(\Sigma v\) is the sum of the “bulk” reaction rates (Klebe et al., 1995a, 1995b; Smith et al., 2002). The effective diffusion coefficient of RanGTP-RCC1, RanGDP-RCC1, and Ran-RCC1 are computed as the means of the effective diffusion coefficient of RanGTP, Ran, and RCC1. It is known that the total concentration of Ran is constant during the cell cycle. We assume that the total RanGTP concentration at steady state remains constant. The above reaction–diffusion equations are second-order partial differential equations that were solved using the MATLAB® software.

The above kinetic analyses showed that only the second possibility (II; RCC1 active on the chromosomes) allows the generation of a significant amount of RanGTP, and thus the RanGTP gradient, on the chromosome surface (Fig. S3 B). As expected, if RCC1 is inactive on the chromosome, there is no RanGTP gradient on the chromosome. Importantly, the simulation showed that if RCC1 is similarly active when it is chromosome bound or free, only a very shallow RanGTP gradient is formed on the chromosome. The formation of a shallow gradient is due to the short residence time on the chromosome. Therefore, our kinetic modeling suggests that in order to generate a steep RanGTP concentration gradient on the chromosomes, the mobility of RCC1 may be coupled to RanGTP production on the chromosomes in vivo.
Figure 3. Simulation of RanGTP concentration profile. (A) Three models of RCC1 catalyzed RanGTP production. (I) RCC1-inactive-on-chromosome; RCC1 catalyzes RanGTP production only when it is free in the interphase nucleoplasm or the mitotic cytoplasm. (II) RCC1-active-on-chromosome; RCC1 catalyzes RanGTP production only when it is bound to chromosomes. (III) RCC1-active-everywhere; RCC1 catalyzes RanGTP production both in the nucleoplasm/cytoplasm and on the chromosomes. (B) Simulated RanGTP concentration profiles as a function of the distance from the chromosome. The interphase and mitotic simulations are represented as solid and dashed lines, respectively.
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